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What is the spirit?
Greetings, my dear beloved children!
Today I start a new series of messages called “The Triunity of the Spirit,
the Soul and the Body”.
I know that this topic is essential for you because the notion of the Triunity
has been too distorted for centuries and this has resulted in the loss of its
true Divine value.
But let’ start from the very beginning.
What does the term mean? What is its sacral essence?
First of all, it means that the only way for human beings to make a
qualitative leap in their spiritual development and gain their divinity is by
joining the three components in order to return Home and become Human
Gods.
Now let’s discuss in details each component.
THE SPIRIT
What is this? Why is it the major one predominating over the others in the
Triunity?
It is what gives you life. It is the Divine substance every living thing on Earth
consists of.
Every single thing is transfused with it: air, water, soil, rock, all plants and
animals and, surely, man who is the climax of the creation of all living beings
on the planet.
Being the major embodiment of the Spirit man should have become Earth
keeper loving and caring for this pearl of the Universe, the most beautiful
planet in existence.
But instead of it he has become its grave digger. The process was gradual
and the main reason for this tragedy was splitting the Triunity of the Spirit,
the Soul and the Body.

While man’s spiritual component was overwhelmed, the Body took over it
turning into idol first but step-by-step humans depreciated its value ending
with buying and selling it.
Now the present situation is that all distortions introduced by man have
reached the point of absurdity, the critical point on the brink of chaos and
destruction.
So, both you and your planet should restore the Triunity.
The Spirit of Earth.
How can you feel it?
Try doing the following: on a warm sunny day being in the open air
somewhere quiet and desert lie down on the ground facing the sky.
Then concentrate on what you feel: the way the grass tickles your body, the
wind blows gently into your face, the sun warms you up, the way you get
lost in the depth of the sky or watch ever changing intricate cloud shapes…
Get merged in these feelings leaving all the vanity of the world behind…
You are likely to be in the seventh heaven feeling all your being is blessed…
This is what the Spirit of Earth is, the Divine substance that gave birth to it.
And all spirits of nature you tell tales and legends about are Its beloved
children living life of their own and adjusting themselves to tough
neighbourhood like man.
Here we stop for today.

To be in high spirits
So, let’s go on discussing what the Spirit is and how you can feel it.
Actually, it is very simple because the Spirit is Love – Unconditional and
Unlimited.

This is what is called “Pramatter” – the Divine energy – that universes are
made up of.
This energy embraces enlightened humans enabling them to create new
universes because they have returned to their origins of Love and have
become Its generators at the same time, in a word, their souls have reached
the level of the Creator.
But while living in a 3D world, my dear ones, you should learn to feel and
hold It within yourselves as long as possible.
And today I will give you some practices that can help you to do this.
Let the first one be called “The voice of the Spirit”.
It is very simple and does not require a meditative state.
Try “to listen” to the space around you wherever you are and whatever you
are doing. Do it unintentionally, not because you are obliged or made to.
It should be done in passing as if you are half-listening naturally and
carelessly.
If you succeed you will feel the slightest ringing noise that always serves
you as a background.
It is not in your ears but around you. You perceive it with sense organs
other than physical.
Everything is interfused with it as if being weaved of this magic sound but it
doesn’t disturb or annoy you.
It can be perceived not by everyone but only by those whose vibration
frequency allows it.
For some of you it can serve as an excellent vibration frequency test: if this
sound gets imperceptible your vibrations have reduced in frequency, if it
gets back everything has come to normal.
We will call the other practice “The Spirit inside me”.
Having caught the sound of the Spirit you should let it inside of you and hold
it within as long as possible.

You can do this on the go in your daily round as well.
Try getting lost in this magic sound.
Imagine it filling all your energy space, all your body and its every single
cell.
And your body also starts “ringing” and vibrating a little. Someone can have
light pricking feeling.
If you manage to get merged in the Spirit your heart chakra will inevitably
respond to it – it will extend so much as to make you breathless because of
the overflow of Love.
My dear ones, this is where the expressions “to be in high spirits” or “to be
out of spirits” come from.
They reflect your inner state of Love or Its absence…
As soon as you learn to “catch” and hold within the energy of Love you will
always be “in high spirits”.
And I bless you for this.

The embodied spirit
Today we will continue talking on how “to be in high spirits”.
After you learn to get lost in the voice of the Spirit and perceive It inside
yourselves you will have to take the next step – to keep up this state.
It will help you both to raise your vibrations frequency feeling Love and
protect yourselves in the best possible way because even higher astral
beings will not be able to penetrate your energy space.
You will become “invisible” for many people of low vibrations frequency
which will ease breaking up with the useless connections.
It may seem like a dream but it all happens naturally according to the Law
of the Universe “Like attracts like”.

And today I will give you a practice that will help you to hold your position
and keep tuned to the blessed sound of the Universe Unconditional Love.
Let’s call it “The embodied Spirit”.
This practice requires a meditative state and calling on all your Spiritual
Guides.
As soon as you get lost in the gentle ringing sound of Love energy
surrounding you, imagine yourselves being a silhouette made up of tiny
fractures of Its sound.
You haven’t got a physical body any more, it has dissolved into minute
particles of Unconditional Love…
The only thing that is left is this silhouette that is a physical embodiment of
your Spirit and It goes on living in a world of low frequency vibrations so
alien to It. But It is still in the indirect contact with this world living
simultaneously in the Divine world of Its own.
It will feel like the pure Spirit has come down to a 3D world to give it a hand
in transforming.
And any of you can turn into the pure Spirit like that.
Your success is unlikely to come immediately. So, I suggest getting used to
this state during meditations moving slowly to maintaining it in your
everyday life.
You will achieve it step by step.
The first step is to hold the Spirit within during meditations.
The second step is to hold It within during the happy moments of your life:
being in the open air, contacts with your close people, children and
animals…
The third step is not to lose the state being busy with your routine tasks in
peace and quiet.
The fourth step is to maintain the state among strangers outdoors or at
work where quite different people are to be side by side.

The fifth step is to maintain the state remaining an Unconditional Love
island in the most complicated situations, stressful for mere mortals sharing
with them your peace of mind and belief that everything is happening to the
highest good of all, no matter how tragic it may seem from the point of view
of 3D people.
And even if they don’t seem to accept this, considering you are too reserved,
cool and inadequate, their souls will understand your state and will be
grateful to you for Unconditional Love and Full Acceptance of the situation
which is the only right way for the soul to treat any 3D world experience
whatever cruel it may appear at first glance.
Here we stop for today.

What is the soul
Today we pass over to the Soul which is the next component of the
Triunity.
What is this? What role does it play in life of humans?
In a figurative way it can be called an individual consciousness particle
got detached from the Spirit.
It is also the Divine energy but it contains a unique set of personal traits that
predetermines the personality, one and only.
No identical souls can be found in the whole Universe.
Each Soul has Divine “code” imprinted in it and this code represents all the
skills and knowledge gained by the Soul.
The process of human souls birth is a little complicated for you to
understand but it is based on the Supreme Creator’s desire to reveal Himself
in myriads of individual particles for the endless process of cognition and
creation.

Each Soul has Its origin and age, Its historical and geographical background.
Souls are born in different galaxies, on different planets and at different
time.
There are ancient mature souls and there are really young ones.
And in order to gain deep knowledge and profound experience all souls are
constantly intermingling enriching each other with opposite feelings,
emotions and views which actually makes the task more difficult but it is the
only way to win patience, persistence, wisdom and Unconditional Love.
Planet Earth is an ideal self-cognition and self-realization site for the Soul
because of its amazing nature, race, social, political and religious diversity.
That’s why embodied souls arrive on the planet and make a long way of selfdevelopment lifting up the spiritual ladder from one incarnation to another
which, finally, allows them to break away from reincarnation, go on with
self-perfection in higher spheres and not to be born in physical bodies any
more.
In the 3D world you live in the Soul’s task gets even more complicated, for
Its memories of the existence in between the incarnations are deleted and
humans think they have just started living.
The truth is that every single incarnation means a new level of development
either for revision of the old material or for learning something new.
This ‘forgetfulness’ often results in the Soul’s making the same mistakes but
no headway and living Its life in vain.
As a rule, it happens with young souls who got interested in 3D games and
whose consciousness is not ready for the new and unknown.
In order to speed up the Soul’s development there was created Its multilevel
structure to ensure that It won’t die and disappear forever but will survive
once in low frequency vibrations of the dual world.
And in my next messages I will tell you more about this.

The structure of the soul
So, today the previous message is followed by the talk on the structure of
the Soul.
Since it is rather difficult to explain the process of Its birth with the 3D
notions I will focus on the practical issues that are essential for you to break
through the barrier on your way to Shift from one dimension to another.
In order for a new born Soul not to get lost in the vast of the Universe It is
designated by some ‘code’ which is Its distinctive Divine ‘tag’.
This ‘code’ represents the ‘spark’ that makes the ‘flame’ of the Soul flare up.
The birth process can be compared to the Divine sowing when the Creator
of the Universe scatters souls like seeds all over His lands and they find
themselves where fate has willed.
And they start ‘growing’ in ‘the soil’ of this or that planet.
While the Spirit is immortal and everlasting Pramatter underlying life in the
Universe, souls being Its particles have limits in time: birth and rebirth as
Creators who make their own universes.
In terms of 3D world time this process takes millions and milliards of years.
But in terms of other dimensions that have no time and distance concepts
the birth-rebirth cycle has quite different parameters.
Now let’s talk about the souls presently living on the planet and study their
structure in details.
The Soul of a human being is multilevel as Its components exist in different
dimensions but Its major part, Its core, doesn’t change.
This is ‘the code’, the treasure that has been collected pearl by pearl
throughout hundreds and thousands of incarnations.
Having achieved the 6D, 7D and 8D levels really ancient mature souls often
become Maternal Souls for numerous souls living on Earth.

What does that mean?
They are already capable of dividing into a number of consciousness
fragments embodied in their ‘children’ of lower dimensions.
The more mature the Soul, the deeper Its ‘roots’ that sometimes grow into
‘the soil’ of several galaxies.
Its ‘children’ can be born on different planets, in different dimensions and in
parallel civilizations having one and the same Maternal Soul that constantly
keeps in touch with them.
Why does this happen?
Having already been born in all these worlds and having gone through thick
and thin the Maternal Soul is perfectly aware of the things these worlds
keep for their inhabitants.
It would like to help them because having risen so high It has turned into
Love itself – Unlimited and Unconditional.
It could have risen still higher and have started creating Its own universes
but It has chosen another mission, that is to become the guide for other
souls who go through numerous incarnations in lower frequency vibrations
worlds and to be an intermediary between them and the Higher Powers of
the Universe to help them not to forget about their Divine origin.
Here we stop for today.

The maternal soul
Today we go on talking about the structure of the Soul.
In Its desire to enrich Its knowledge and skills and to experience as many
variants of dense body existence as possible the Soul divides in twelvefold
geometrical progression.
There is the Maternal Soul to help It to manage this flood of information, to
process and synthesize all the Soul’s particles data.

Nowadays nearly each human being living on the planet is a part of the
Maternal Soul and they are guided and protected by It during this critical
period of time.
The Maternal Soul is of a complex structure, for hundreds and, in some
cases, thousands of Its particles are scattered all over the planet – on
different continents, in different countries and cities, social levels and
religious communities.
This is the way It guarantees Its spiritual progress because not every ‘seed’
of the Soul can ‘grow’ in the dry soil of the 3D world…
It is of great importance nowadays as a lot of Great Souls’ particles, ever
lived on Earth, have arrived on the planet.
The Maternal Soul does Its best to awake them up and remind the mission
they have chosen before birth.
Each Maternal Soul’s particle possesses consciousness of its own and,
therefore, free will.
It has underlying genetic memories about all previous incarnations in
general and those of great significance to the mankind in particular, but few
souls are capable to recall them being embodied on Earth.
Sometimes associative memory can help them with this. Some details in
paintings or icons, some facts in books on history or some special places on
the planet they ‘happen’ to found themselves encourage some glimpses and
genetic memory recovery and, in some cases, visions transferring them to
previous lives.
One feels the connection with the Maternal Soul in one’s own way.
Someone can feel It during meditations and being in peace and quiet while
others, on the contrary, can feel It in the most tragic moments of their life.
In any case, you feel It as the Divine presence blessing your Soul or saving
and helping you out in a difficult situation.
Since the Maternal Soul exists at very high levels It is really able, just the
way the Higher Powers of the Universe are, to cloak you in the energy of
Love and Light sharing Its motherly warmth.

But It has one more task, that is to guide your life so that you decide to fulfill
the mission of your Soul that has been chosen before birth and prevent the
life in the 3D world you immerse in from misleading you too far away from
your path.
And what the main task of each Soul involves is to break away from alien to
your Soul 3D environment and restore your lost divinity.
But it is possible only when the spiritual component prevails over the
material one that is commonly developed in humans since birth.
And in my next messages I will tell you about the Maternal Soul’s ‘methods
of work’ with Its children presently living on the planet in physical bodies.

Principle and essence of soul
division
Today we will go on talking about the Soul’s structure and I will explain to
you the principle and essence of Its division into numerous particles.
This division main purpose is determined by the Soul’s desire to get
priceless experience of living in the worlds of lower frequency vibrations
which gives It opportunity to travel a unique path of evolution in its
spiritual aspect, first of all.
Every Soul is one of the particles of the unity in Its ‘microuniverse’ that is a
ramified system of the One Maternal Soul.
But at the dense material level one and the same Soul’s particles are
scattered all over the world and very few of them manage to meet each
other.
As you already know, every Soul has the male and female principle – the
two halves of the whole.
And the fact that they are ‘torn apart’ at birth is also one of the evolution
programme ‘items’ and it makes the conditions of its fulfillment much more
difficult.
The one who manages to find one’s ‘half’ being embodied gets a unique
bonus for the spiritual development and there is an explanation to this.
As a rule, the Soul’s ‘halves’ or the so called ‘twin flames’ not only represent
the male and female principle embodiments of the Soul but are also
designed to be mutually complementary personal traits opposites.
In spite of the fact that their superior components existing at higher levels
are harmonized their 3D particles get the features of dual world human
beings.
So, on meeting, despite strong attraction and congenial Soul recognition,
they are often put to durability test: getting alone with each other’s

characters, habits and views.
Being each other’s mirror reflection they realize all their weak points and
drawbacks and due to this they bright finish their Soul faces which enables
them to make an amazing leap in their spiritual development.
While twin flames meet rather seldom and it is more likely to happen when
they switch over to Service, the same Soul’s particles are often attracted to
each other.
These are twin souls that are often called congenial souls. Their relations
tend to be more harmonized, for their prevailing personal traits are very
much alike.
These people are often friends, spouses and like-minded persons because
they share common views, interests and tastes.
At present, when Earth is getting a unique experience of shifting from one
dimension into another, a lot of Great Souls’ particles have simultaneously
arrived on the planet as they have chosen as their mission to help the
mankind at this crucial period.
And some of them get their Higher Powers of the Universe communication
channels opened as well as their previous incarnation names revealed
which helps them to treat their work for the good of the humanity in a more
responsible way.
Here we stop for today.

‘Communication’ with the maternal
soul
So, let’s continue talking about the way the Maternal Soul can interact with
Its embodied particles.
This interaction is sure to occur only at the subtle plane that is at your
subtle body level, mostly, at that of the atmic and buddhic ones.

But sometimes It manages to reach for the mental and emotional bodies of
humans.
And this is how it happens.
When either positive or negative emotions are at their height there is a
gigantic energy outburst effecting all the human being and activating in that
way their subtle world communication channel.
This is why at critical moments of your life your prayers are usually heard
by the Higher Powers of the Universe let alone your Maternal Soul.
And if It sees that Its assistance will bring you good It will modify the
situation for your Soul to get the necessary experience at the least spiritual
expenses.
But sometimes It has to be cruel. It happens when It sees that you have got
too involved in the dual world and that financial and moral hardships are
the only way to set your feet on the right path.
It is essential, my dear ones, that you treat all the events of your life from
the Divine appropriateness point of view which is the guideline for your
Soul.
The tricky point is that your Soul’s interests and wishes can be quite
different from those of yours as a dual world being, for you are
overwhelmed by your ego and 3D life aims and concepts that are far from
being of spiritual nature.
Whatever happens to you, your each thought, emotion and action is ‘stored’
as your Soul’s treasury and is written in your Divine ‘code’.
It resembles the hard drive of a computer that is your Soul’s core or the
Maternal Soul with a great number of your previous incarnations ‘folders’
on it. Each of them in its turn contains a lot of documents on every single
episode.
As long as you are embodied your Soul can adjust your life events as It has
excess to all your ‘folders’ and ‘documents’.
At the dense material plane these adjustments occur as drastic changes of
occupation or residence and new acquaintances that can influence you in a

positive way, change you outlook and help you to follow the spiritual path.
Sometimes in order to make Its particles learn theirs lesson the Soul has to
take extreme measures– break up with the beloved or their death.
This is the case with people who don’t understand numerous signs and
hints given or ignore them in terms of their Ego’s and other people’s
benefits or bend to someone else’s will.
That’s why , my dear ones, will you, please, take all events, both happy and
sad, the way humans aware of their Divine mission do trying to realize their
hidden meaning not just the evident one.
And I bless you for this!

Two halves of the soul
Today I would like to tell you about the way the Soul maintains correlation
between Its particles.
The interaction scheme of this ramified system is rather complicated but it
is based on the cause-effect relation.
And this is the way it works.
Let’s illustrate this with the example of one of the most ancient Souls whose
incarnations produced everlasting effect on Earth and among whose
incarnations was Yeshua the one that you call Jesus Christ.
Why did I take just that very example?
The thing is that at present this Soul is also incarnated on the planet and in
thousands of Its particles at that.
It has come here in order to complete Its mission started more than two
thousand years ago.
But this time It should help to ascend both the people and the planet.
It is easy to see that it is the Universe-wide task and one can’t manage it by
oneself.
Moreover, the success of that great mission is possible on condition that the
particles of this Soul get their Wholesomeness, i.e. the male and female
halves of one Soul meet and unite, just the way Yeshua and Mary Magdalene
once did.
But incarnation conditions on Earth still remain the same: being born in
physical bodies in the 3D world the souls forget about their mission set by
them before birth.
Then the Maternal Soul takes over and Its task is extremely complicated: to
help meet the two halves, the twin flames, the ones formerly incarnated
together to serve the mankind.

They can be far away from each other, you know. And they can be separated
not only by distance but also by social, age and sometimes language barrier.
And for this meeting to come true the Maternal Soul existing in the 8D has to
resort to the help of all the Higher Powers of the Universe – the Ascended
Masters, Angels, Archangels and, in some cases, parallel civilizations, Agarta,
for instance.
Due to the mutual efforts the two halves life scenario is completely changed.
They start acting in the way that is not typical of them, they seem to be
guided by someone in their everyday life for it to change its course.
And it is really so. Every day, every hour, every minute they are closely
watched by the Higher Powers of the Universe who search out every single
opportunity of their reunion.
But even if the Higher Powers’ efforts turn out to be successful and the two
halves eventually meet at the physical plane not all of them succeed in
‘recognizing’ each other, let alone in reuniting at all the levels of existence
which can guarantee the completion of their mission on Earth.
As it has already been said in one of my recent messages, the twin flames’
meeting is nearly always painful and not all this Soul’s incarnated particles
can overcome the inevitable difficulties and disagreements accompanying
their communication.
But if they manage to do this they will become the truly one Soul and being
complementary in everything can switch over to real Service for the good of
the mankind.
Here we stop for today.

Salutary help
So, let’s go on discussing how the Maternal Soul tries to help Its children in
physical bodies to get the most of their inborn abilities.
Perhaps, some of you remember the moments when life seems unreal: as if

you are following it like a stranger, in surprise watching the events and
yourself from aside.
This stranger is actually your Higher being – your Soul that comes out of the
physical body ‘shell’ in attempt to tell you:
‘Look at this world and feel it is just the stage scenery for the play you act a
part in.
Don’t take it too seriously!
Learn to live an easy, joyful and happy ‘stage’ life!
Everything in it depends only on you!
You can rewrite your life adaptation every day, every hour, every minute!
The only thing that you need is just to believe that you are the Almighty
Creator of your reality!’
But how many of you are able to hear your Soul and follow Its
recommendations?
Unfortunately, not many and your Maternal Soul gives a helping hand and
leaves no stone unturned in making you realize the truth. If it is necessary It
can rewrite your life scenario so that you could complete your mission
making the most of your talents and abilities.
How is it put in practice?
Supposing, from force of habit you have been doing the work you don’t like
for years and it brings you income to keep up with the others.
You meet the 3D decent life standards but your Soul is going round in a
circle and is weeping with sorrow as it is not what It has come on Earth for
in this wonderful period of dimension Shift of the planet.
Your Guiding Angels are on their toes making you break up with the alien
environment and come across the necessary articles, advertisements, TV
programmes and ‘arranging’ meeting with new people.
But you are still unaware. Force of inertia is too strong. You are a slave of
your environment and routine.

Then the Maternal Soul takes over and decides to save Its beloved child –
your Soul – and to deliver you from the alien environment by all means.
As a result, unexpectedly you lose your job and your usual confidence in the
future, you have to find new ways out quickly and the atmosphere in the
family becomes nervous…
In other words, you are shaken up, awaken up from your sleepy way of life
you got used to while living in the 3D world, so you have nothing else to do
but face the situation in a new way, look at everything from a different
angle and search new solutions making the most of all your potential.
And if you start at last thinking in the right way all the Higher Powers
support you and help to find what your Soul needs, not you as a 3D human
being.
Here we stop for today.

Soul’s tree
Today we will discuss the way different Soul’s subdivisions correlate.
In order to understand it better you should image a strong and beautiful
tree which stem is the Maternal Soul, its twelve brunches are Its Divine
beings, smaller brunches are the Higher beings while its leaves are
presently incarnated souls.
This scheme is sure to be a simplified version given to you to visualize the
idea.
It is very important to realize that each soul like a leaf is nourished by the
brunch it grows on which in its turn is nourished by the stem or by the
Maternal Soul.
Why there exists such a complicated scheme of the Maternal Soul
correlation with the souls incarnated on Earth?
It is necessary to keep the generation succession going and for the
experience gained during the previous incarnations not to be in vain but at

least subconsciously help the Soul to evolve in the physical body.
As a rule, the twelve particles choose quite different birth locations and
social backgrounds for their incarnations and that gives them opportunity
to contribute as much unique experience to the common treasury as
possible.
Right now it takes on specific significance because many souls have
incarnated for the last time in order to make Shift.
They have chosen the most unusual experience that hardly anyone has gone
through.
And it is essential for them to get the lacking experience they fail to acquire
during their previous incarnations, to play the parts that have never fallen
to their lot.
So, my dear ones, if you think you are destined to excessive hardships thank
your lucky stars for them because it is due to them that you gain the
physical plane experience in the most intense way, and this is the
experience that your Soul is in desperate need of to get the chance to evolve
and to raise at the next level of development leaving the 3D load behind.
But it will happen only if you come off with flying colours, if you don’t
become hardhearted or malicious but acquire wisdom and Unconditional
Love, full acceptance of every single event and every single person in your
life, if you learn to accept any changes in ‘the stage scenery of your play’ and
you take the hints given to you from above…
There coming up to an end the final episode of a long play for many and
many human beings whose souls are too old for the 3D world having taken
all its parts and they are ready to leave it forever.
And nowadays ‘the tree’ of your Soul is full of life-giving juice as ever. Day
and night it nourishes its ‘leaves’ and ‘brunches’ with the Divine energy of
Love that helps them to overcome the last difficulties on the way to a new
life.
That is why, my dear ones, ask your Higher and Divine beings as well as
your Maternal Soul for advice and assistance as often as possible.

Follow closely the events that take place in your life.
Pay attention to every single detail and sign given by your fate.
Be thankful for everything you have, even for the smallest bit.
And always remember that Love and Gratitude is just the Divine aspect that
exists in any human being but not everybody can reveal it.
Here we stop for today.

The higher being
This time, since you know how complicated and multilevel the structure of
each Soul is, I would like to focus on Its ‘projection’ which is just the Divine
particle that predetermines your present life.
This is the very one’s Higher being that is so much spoken about.
In other words, one’s Higher being can be defined as a presently
incarnated on Earth particle of one’s Soul.
This particle has got everything it needs to reveal the Divine aspect of a
human being.
It stores all the previous incarnations memories and all the experience
gained because it exists in the energy information field of your Maternal
Soul and all Its numerous brunches.
But It dared to descend to as low frequency vibrations as possible to
experience the 3D way of life.
It is sure to exist two or three dimensions higher than your physical body,
that is the reason for It to be called ‘the Higher being’.
And humans who manage to keep in touch with their Higher beings live
quite a different life that is full of awareness.
How can you keep in touch with your Higher being?

First of all, through your heart chakra that is the lowest possible at vibration
frequency available for your Higher being to ‘reach for’.
The heart warmth you feel is the physical plane echo of your Higher being.
The valid contacts with the Higher being start with the 6th and 7th chakras
and especially the pineal gland that are the antennas capable of catching the
subtle world waves.
Nowadays many of you have all the three ‘antennas’ activated.
What does this mean?
Your upper chakras and the pineal gland are full of energy of those high
frequency vibrations that they are capable of catching the waves sent by the
Higher being and some of you can contact your Divine beings and even the
Maternal Soul.
But, still, it is an exception to the rule. The majority of the people on Earth
can perceive their involvement in the subtle world only through their heart
chakra feeling love to their family and friends, animals and birds, Earth and
nature in general.
At the peak of enthusiasm when you are flooded with happiness and
excitement your Higher being gets nearly perceivable.
This is where the expressions ‘be on the seventh heaven’, ‘ be on cloud
number nine’, ‘be on top of the world’ or ‘to be down’, ‘lose heart’, ‘be in low
spirits’ come from.
In other words, you can feel your Higher being, your Soul, when your
emotions are at climax because it doesn’t show in your daily round as if
drawing to Its shell so as not to get absorbed into the low frequency
vibrations of the 3D world.
Why does this happen?
This way It let you learn your lessons in the 3D world.
And only at crucial points of your life It steps into the breach trying to
support you in despair or, the other way round, to share your joy and
happiness because excessive emotions of any kind can produce a

devastating effect on you physical body.
Here we stop for today.

The divine being
Today I will tell you in detail what the Divine being is.
This is the part of the Soul that serves intermediary between the Maternal
Soul and the Higher being of a person.
The Divine being, unlike the Higher being, has a much more ramified system
of Its particles that exist in different dimensions and worlds.
This is the way it works.
For example, your Divine being is in the 5th dimension and your Higher
being is in the 4th dimension.
There is invisible connection between them that makes information
interchange possible as they get data from one and the same sauce – the
Maternal Soul existing in still higher dimensions and despite different
vibration frequencies they are within the same energy space.
The Divine being reduces the frequency of the Maternal Soul’s vibrations to
the level corresponding to your Higher being ones and along with this It
stores the experience of your previous incarnation that effects your current
one to a great extent.
According to the Law of Cause and Effect in your current incarnation you go
on studying ‘the curriculum’ of the previous incarnations that you fail to
master and the Divine being supervises the process at Its level.
It is performed in close cooperation with one’s Higher being that sometimes
can directly influence a human being.
To make it easy for you to understand the principle of this interaction let’s
take the following example.

Suppose one is obsessed by greediness. One accumulates unnecessary
things but wants more and more.
It gets pathological and one realizes it.
The reason of this kind of behaviour goes back to the previous incarnation
when one found oneself a beggar enviously watching the rich.
And in the current incarnation one gets everything one was dreaming of.
They are destined to get this sort of experience and have all their wishes
respected.
But this is not what one’s Soul was born for. Having gained the long-awaited
experience of well-off life It starts searching the spiritual growth
opportunities.
So the Higher being does Its best to stop everlasting chasing up material
welfare by the human in Its care.
If mild measures such as spiritual literature one comes across ‘by chance’,
various life situations designed to awake one up, inspiring personalities
with pure souls one ‘accidentally’ meet, doesn’t work then strict measures
are taken like bankruptcy, robbery, severance and other tools of money
deprivation.
And on the contrary, if one runs into financial difficulties but their spiritual
progress enables them to use big money in a proper manner, it comes to
them out of the blue.
As a rule, changes are made gradually in a part load mode for a human being
to stop and think what they are here for, what their Souls would like to have
not their insatiable Egos, what can be done for the sake of others not for
one’s own sake, shortly, in the hope that one enters upon the path of
spiritual progress by oneself.
And in the most hopeless cases drastic changes are introduced which
usually result from one’s Maternal Soul, the Divine being and the Higher
being mutual efforts as well as those of the Higher Powers They call for help.
But it is always done for your good.
Here we stop for today.

The temple of the soul
Today we will continue talking about the Divine being of humans and
discuss Its one more function in their life.
Very often the Divine being looks after a particular group of souls who have
chosen similar life ’curriculum’ and gain relevant experience.
Why does this happen?
It is one of the ways to guarantee that at least some of the souls will
contribute the precious stones of 3D life experience to the common treasury
that is extremely important for the Maternal Soul whereas other souls can
deviate from their course and fail to fulfill their mission.
Human’s Soul can be compared to a beautiful temple having been built for
many centuries.
The foundation of the ancient mature Soul’s temple is rather firm as well as
Its structure.
There has eventually come the time for finishing works, the time to give it
the final touch and make it look brilliant in its unique beauty.
The Divine being is in charge of this works.
One group of souls is busy with wall-painting, another one with ceilingpainting, still another with facing the floor with marble in a gorgeous way,
some others participate in starting fragrant gardens, still others in
decorating them with fountains…
One particular kind of work is supervised by the Higher beings of the
humans incarnated on Earth.
This sharing of responsibility helps to follow each soul as much as possible
and direct it so that it will not be misled and will not neglect the job one is
A1 specialist in.

The Divine being, unlike the Higher being, exists in higher dimensions so It
can consider the situation integrally.
It allows It to harmonize all the building site so that all the participants
don’t distract their attention from the main goal and take the shortest cut to
achieve it.
Therefore that complicated hierarchy of your Soul involves not only the
subtle plane of the planet but some higher dimensions too.
And the last component I would like to tell you about.
The Divine being of a human is the very Crystal of Love that exists in
the heart of anyone.
And at present It gets bigger and bigger opening just like a beautiful lotus
flower that fills everything around with the Divine Light and Love.
Have a try to feel It.
Being in peace of mind call upon your Divine being and listen to yourself.
The Divine being is sure to respond to the call and you will feel Its warmth
filling your heart chakra.
Do this as often as possible to maintain the higher frequency vibrations your
generous Divine being is ready to share.
I bless you for this!

Merging with the divine being
To finish our talk on the Divine being I would like to give you some more
meditations that can help you to establish contact with It and learn how to
take the hints It gives you.
Let us call the first meditation ‘The Maternal Soul echo’. It is designed to
establish contact with the Maternal Soul by means of the Divine being.
As soon as you learn how to call upon your Divine being into your heart

chakra, into your Crystal of Love, which was mentioned in the previous
message, the next step will be to get lost in Its energy.
What should you do for this?
Take the image to your liking.
It can be a boundless ocean, deep-deep sky, spheres music or anything else
but the main point here is that you should feel this image being full of
Everlasting Limitless Unconditional Love.
Now imagine your Crystal of Love growing huge and taking up all your
being.
You completely merge with the Divine being and It in Its turn gets lost in the
energy of Love you filled your image with. This Love is exactly the energy
your Maternal Soul lives in.
It echoes inside you as if responding to the Love you send It.
Feel connected to this great ancient Soul that derived you, try to feel Its
maternal warmth and hear Its hints and advice.
You can ask It a question you can’t answer on your own.
It is certain to take up the call and help you.
Its respond can take the form of texts, images or can be perceived by your
subtle senses.
It is also likely to come later as hints and prompts or be received while you
are sleeping.
Your Divine being will do Its best to make Its answer as clear as possible
and to pass it as soon as possible.
There is one more meditation I would like to give you today.
Let’s call it ‘The integrated silhouette’.
During the meditation you should image yourself being a triple silhouette:
your physical body is inside of it, then comes your Higher being and your
Divine being comes next.

Mind you, each ‘layer’ of your silhouette is less dense than the previous one.
It will make the task easier if you image some colour that losses its
brightness as long as you move away from the physical body.
Next, imagine your physical body growing bigger and getting less dense to
gradually merge with the silhouette of your Higher being.
Then this silhouette gets bigger the same way to reach the size of your
Divine being.
You turn into a huge integrated silhouette.
This way your physical body and your conscience get vibrations of another
frequency.
It helps your body to reveal its potential and your conscience to recover
previous incarnations’ memories.
This meditation is very efficient so call upon all your Heavenly Guards and
take your time to do it.
I send you my deep love and blessings, my dear ones.

Soul’s role in ascension
In today’s message I would like to focus once again on the structure of
human Soul and correlation of all Its components.
Why is your Soul multidimensional and exists simultaneously in different
dimensions?
First of all, for the Soul to maintain contact with the Creator each Soul is a
part of.
As soon as the Maternal Soul’s vibration frequency – at Its Divine level –
doesn’t allow It to descend to the worlds of low frequency vibrations It has
to fragment Itself reducing Its frequency step by step.

The first step towards a soul incarnated on Earth is the Divine being which
holds the experience of recent incarnations which according to the Law of
Cause and Effect determine its next incarnations.
The second step is taken to get multiversion 3D experience which is
performed through subdivision into the Higher beings who are supposed
to take particular lessons of life that haven’t been so far contributed to the
Maternal Soul’s treasury.
The next step presupposes each Higher being division into another twelve
fragments incarnated with one and the same task that is to gain the lacking
experience.
And if at least one fragment fulfills the task the way it was predetermined
before its birth on the planet the Higher being considers Its mission on
Earth to be a success.
All the three components of the Soul are closely connected with each other
like with a naval string that nourishes unborn child.
This everlasting and never changing energy connection transforms the
whole way through to one of the Higher being fragment incarnated on Earth
with vibration frequency being more and more reduced to the frequency
that allows a human to exist in the 3D world.
Therefore, being born on the planet one loses their connection with the Soul
for their conscience doesn’t correspond to Its high frequency while living in
the 3D world.
It used to be like this during hundreds and thousands of years.
A lot of Great Souls arrived on the planet to remind humans of their Divine
origin.
They were persecuted and tortured but remained faithful to the Creator and
the mission They came for.
Due to Them the Divine sparkle has been always preserved in humans
though it has been hardly perceived.
There has come time for the sparkle to flare up and awake mankind with its
flame.

And all the higher aspects of your Soul are to take an essential part in this
process.
At present high frequency energy arriving on the planet passes through
your Divine and Higher beings and, as a result, maintains the frequency
your physical bodies and your conscience can perceive.
Thanks to the multidimensional structure of your Soul Shift to another
dimension is gradual and painless.
At the same time it encourages closer connection of a human with all the
components of the Soul.
You are able to hear and feel It as ever: someone at the level of the Higher
being, others at the level of the Divine being, still others at the level of the
Maternal Soul.
The long-awaited Triunity of the Spirit, the Soul and the Body is coming true
which can return humans to their Divinity.

The body
Today we will pass over to the last component of the Divine Triunity, your
body, the physical casing in which your Soul arrives on Earth.
Between the Spirit and a human body there is still some energy connection
in spite of the huge energy gap.
It is your Soul that encourages transmission of energy to your body passing
it through all Its components which eventually enables you to get a certain
amount of energy in certain cases.
So, you see that the Divinity Triunity of the Spirit, the Soul and the Body
moves downwards because your 3D body being dense material in nature
can perceive only a small amount of the Spirit and the Soul high frequency
energy.
It didn’t use to be like this all the time. First humans on Earth resembled
Gods that is why their bodies were of quite different structure and energy

frequency.
They were light crystal bodies capable of transforming according to human
desires as well as self-restoring in case of injuries.
These bodies felt neither cold nor hunger. They didn’t fall ill.
They were perfect bodies of Human Gods whose conscience was at the level
that didn’t allow any negative thoughts or emotions.
But with the development of the world of duality with its emotions of lower
frequency vibrations humans started to get denser very fast till they got
their present bodies.
The process was inevitable: body vibrations had to correlate with human
conscience vibrations, for it is conscience that governs the body.
While descending to the 3D the conscience started generating different
frequency energy, precisely of separation, and the body became affected by
all the negative emotions generated by the 3D conscience.
This is where physical disorders came from.
As soon as every single emotion has its projection in a certain organ it first
appears at the subtle level as low frequency negative energy bundle that
later descends to the physical plane resulting in diseases and sufferings.
For a long time humans haven’t realized any connection between their
thoughts and diseases.
They considered their diseases to be inevitable and try to treat them in
numerous ways ignoring the only one that brings recovery – to keep their
thoughts and emotions pure.
By the way, a human body even being as dense as the 3D, is still a perfect
Divine tool keeping memories of the period it used to be light crystal –
strong, healthy, invulnerable and unaware of pain and sorrow.
This knowledge is imprinted in its gene memory and in the hour of danger
unlimited potential of the body was known to become apparent in the most
astonishing way.
It is now high time, my dear ones, to revive your Divine body, restore its

abilities and deliver yourselves from suffering and diseases.
It is time to trigger the reverse process of transforming your conscience
followed by making your body less dense.
And in my next messages I will tell you how to do this.

The matrix of the universe
So, let’s go on talking about what a human body is as an integral part of the
Divine Triunity.
To put it short, your body is the matrix of the Universe.
And now I will focus on it.
As a matter of fact, the Universe is an integral living being having nothing
odd or accidental.
Its parts supplement each other and all of them are connected by the single
energy ‘vascular’ system.
Just as all your organs are mutually complimentary elements of the unity
that at the same time serve as life support system of your physical casing.
The disorder in one of the organ results in a number of disorders in the
other ones.
The same happens in the Universe. Collapse or disorder in one of Its planets
that is Its part or ‘organ’ leads to changes in Its energy structure which Its
inner balance is based on.
This is what is going on with Earth now. It is seriously ill. Cancer has
worldwide metastases and in case of its collapse other organs and systems
of the Universe will be also affected by it.
It is not by chance that cancer is the disease that has become the most
widespread on the planet, for it is the vivid example that demonstrates the

way one is corroded by ambitions and negative emotions.
As you already know it is impossible to cure the body ignoring the cause of
the disease it is affected by.
But one should change one’s conscience and categories of thinking for this,
as well as realize underlying spiritual reasons of diseases and misfortunes
rather than apparent ones. Otherwise any methods of treatment can give
nothing but temporary results.
So now, my dear ones, your salvation alongside with your planet’s one
depends totally on you, on your true wish to change your dual way of
thinking generating a great deal of negative emotions to monopolar, the
Divine one based on Unconditional Unlimited Love.
And you can make it true.
In order to do this you should learn to ‘be in high spirits’ or be guided by
your Spirit, your Soul which will inevitably transform your conscience and
your body filling them with the high frequency energy recovering the lost
inner balance and harmony.
This will enable you both to get rid of pain and sorrow and to deliver your
planet and the Universe from them, for Earth is the gem of the Universe and
its heart that is about to fail.
All the Light Forces, your Galaxy Family, parallel worlds and alien
civilizations representatives do their best to save their favourite planet and
its inhabitants.
Still, they can just remove or reduce the centuries-old consequences of the
diseases and the final recovery is in your power, my dear ones.
Now, step by step, we are going to heal you spiritually and physically
restoring your original Divine body.
Here we stop for today.

The man of the 4D

Soon I will be giving you some practices designed to bridge the Spirit, the
Soul and the Body which enables you to transform your dense body into a
subtle light crystal one.
But you should be aware of the fact that the practices will be available not
for all of you but those who have managed to raise vibration frequency till
the border level that separates the dense dual world from the spiritual one
that is for those whose conscience has reached at least the 4D.
And there are a lot of such humans on Earth.
To start with, let’s recall the indications of your existing in the 4D.
Indication 1. You don’t watch news programmes though are in the know of
the things taking place on the planet.
You don’t get involved in discussions on politics with an emotional touch, as
well as on social, religious and military conflicts.
You realize that everything happening on the planet – up till the most tragic
events with human casualties is the cleansing process unavoidable while the
entire planet shifts to another dimension.
Indication 2. You don’t judge anybody: other nations, other countries’
authorities, those of your own or your relatives, friends and colleagues.
You accept everyone the way they are.
You respect their right to live their own life complying with the Law of Free
Will and Free Choice of others not imposing your point of view on anyone.
You are perfectly aware of anyone being unique at the level of their
development and serving both a teacher and a pupil for others, that all of
you being so different are the Whole parts, the children of one Father.
Indication 3. Your vibrations frequency is high enough for you to feel all
your subtle organs, all your chakras.
You can feel how pure and balanced they are. If necessary you can purify
and get them balanced.
Why is it so important?

As it has already been mentioned in my messages, your chakra system is the
Divine ‘tuning fork’ that is capable of detecting the slightest energy shades
therefore keeping pure and balanced both your Soul and the space around
you.
Indication 4. Your upper chakras are completely activated and some of you
start feeling their pineal gland.
As a rule, you can feel them while channeling or reading the true messages
from the Higher Powers of the Universe as well as during deep meditations
when you get united with your Higher being, your Divine being and
sometimes with your Maternal Soul.
Your third eye, crown chakra and pineal gland get filled with warmth, start
pulsating or vibrating.
All these physical manifestations mean that your subtle bodies have turned
resonated with Earth high frequency vibrations that fill it more and more
with every single day.
Indication 5. You feel and consider yourself to be not a3D human but the
Soul calmly watching the events of your own life and the event taking place
on the planet in general.
You realize that everything in life is ‘a stage’ or ‘a playground’ for you to
master your skill of getting knowledge of the world and that all the people
you come across are your fellow actors, not villains or provokers, cunning
or silly people, thieves or swindlers…
All of them strengthen your Soul teaching It lessons of Love, wisdom and
patience.
They encourage your progress on the way to your aim – Ascension in
physical bodies.
Here we stop for today.

The universe twins

So, today we are to pass over to the practices designed to revive your Divine
body which is the last but not least in our Triunity.
It is your body that houses your Spirit and Soul and you have forgotten
about this fact having spent so many centuries in the dense 3D world.
As I have already mentioned before each organ is the projection of some
Universe part.
We will not focus on it now, for the practical aspect of this issue is more
important and you will get the truth revealed later on as there is a time for
things.
Let’s start small for the time being. We will fill each organ with the energy
corresponding to its University twin.
The practice I am going to give you now is all-purpose one and can be used
either for restoring one single organ or all of them as a whole system.
Your organs that need healing are sure to be the first ones to work at.
Let’s call our practice “Universe twins”.
Take your time doing the practice and make sure you are in peace of mind.
Sit for meditation, completely relax, breathe deeply, call on all your
Heavenly Guides and get lost in the Spirit which is the very silence that
makes the slightest ringing noise, in the unlimited Space, in all-embracing
energy of Love…
Imagine yourself being a golden grain of sand in this strikingly beautiful,
magnificent and everlasting Divine world…
Your body is weightless…
You freely hover in the air ‘ocean’ of Love like a bird and see myriads of
similar golden grains around you…
You are not alone in the Universe and this feeling makes you flooded with
joy and happiness.
You feel all these Souls be as dear to you as you own particles.

You feel out of breath because of the Unlimited Love each of them irradiates
and your being is filled with Divine grace…
Having achieved the state of entire bliss and unity with the whole Universe
you can pass over to the other part of the practice.
Ask the Universe twin of the organ that needs healing to fill it with Their
energy dissolving the negative energy accumulated during years of 3D life
and share Their blessed, miracle and cure energy of Love and Light…
And then indulge in perceiving the energy and being filled with it…
It will start penetrating your body with warm gentle waves pulsating slowly
and having their own rhythm…
Control the waves and the rhythm. Talk to them.
They are alive. Their conscience is of the highest vibrations.
Ask them to focus their attention on the thing that worries you most.
You are sure to get the feedback, at least the energy one…
Let your reunion with your Universe twin lay the foundation to the
transformation of your 3D physical bodies into the Divine light crystal ones.
And I bless you for this!

One heart
Today I will give you one more meditation that will help your body to get
tuned to the new vibrations of Earth.
Let us call it “One heart”.
Sit for meditation, completely relax, breathe deeply and call on all your
Heavenly Guides.
Imagine yourself being inside Earth in its very center.
You have completely merged with your Higher and Divine beings and your
gigantic silhouette has taken up nearly all the space inside Earth.
Now it is not your dense body but to the utmost the rarefied one and of the
highest vibrations at that.
Try to feel it as distinct as possible.
Perceive how light, nearly weightless it is despite its huge size.
It is floating and flexible.
Its shape can be easily varied.
Take the chance to do it.
With the help of your imagination create a perfectly young and splendid
body of your dreams.
Then try to see the 5D Earth the way it looks in your dreams: nature in its
virgin purity, bright lush greenery, crystal clear rivers, lakes and seas, lovely
animals and birds…
And you are an integral part of all this beauty and virginity…
Now listen to the heart beat of the new Earth…
Catch its rhythm…
Hear your own heart adjusting to the rhythm humbly as if listening to it.

Then getting bolder your heart starts beating more and more confidently
getting fine-tuned to the planet’s beat.
The two hearts seem to merge.
Now it is one huge heart: your Mother Earth’s and yours, Its beloved child’s
one.
The hearts are beating in unison…
They share the rhythm and vibrations…
Maintain the state as long as you can, indulging in the feeling of inseparable
unity with your planet…
It is so beautiful and magnificent…
And symbolic, too: Mother and the baby she is bearing – her beloved child,
her flesh and blood…
Your heart gradually starts beating in unison with your Galaxy and then
with your Universe…
Remember this rhythm and this feeling and try to maintain them as long as
possible...
Step by step you should learn to revive this state without meditation so that
in difficult situations you can feel being your Mother Earth’s unborn child
tuned to her vibrations…
And she will save you from troubles and sorrows sharing her maternal Love
and affection…

The conscience and the body
united
In my coming messages I would like to give you recommendations on how
to make your body tuned to the new Earth vibrations still living in the 3D
world.
The inconsistency of your conscience that has partially passed over to the
4D and in some cases in the 5D with your 3D physical bodies has its
advantages and disadvantages.
What are the advantages?
The greatest advantage is that you can encourage your body transformation
to the level of that of the conscience’s which is coming into the picture at
present.
It resembles a man who sees someone drowning and rushes to rescue them.
But the outcome depends on whether one manages to reach the coast with
the heavy load or they drown together.
This is what is happening to most of you at present.
The desire to encourage your body transformation giving it a chance of
Ascension is enormous in many of you.
But, unfortunately, the power of inertia that has been guiding you for so
long is too great for every conscience to overcome to a full extent.
The majority of you progress spiritually in fits and starts being dependent
on your mood, physical condition and opportunity…
Very few are capable of everyday work with no regrets and are determined
to keep on going slow and sure ignoring astral beings provocations, giving
up bad habits that cause negative emotions and relevant actions.
In other words, the theory that has been accumulated for many years
wouldn’t change into practice.

The fact that you want to do this is a great advantage for your spiritual
progress though.
The disadvantage is that the vibration frequency gap between your
conscience and your physical body is so huge that it inevitably leads to the
decline of the latter.
It happens because of the energy support the body lacks, that is the 3D
conscience it used to have.
Due to the similar vibration frequency of the conscience your body got used
to living in severe conditions of the 3D world such as living in big cities,
unhealthy food and contaminated air, emotional stress and tension.
So, your conscience did its best to help the body to manage all this.
But while 3D humans have their conscience and body united, highly
developed spiritual humans following Ascension path have their conscience
separated from the dense material being, precisely, your physical casing.
This huge vibrations frequency gap makes your body unattended and
unsupervised, with no regulations that your 3D conscience used to make.
That is why, my dear ones, it is so important to reach the golden mean, the
necessary balance that will enable you to progress on your way to
Ascension so that your conscience and your physical body will be in a
perfect harmony.
And in order to achieve this you should do your best to minimize the gap.
Here we will stop for today.

Energy transfusion
So, we will go on discussing the way you can maintain harmony between
your conscience and your body preventing disbalance of this or that kind.
In order to do this you should learn to adjust your vibrations to the
frequency that is appropriate for your body to overcome the barrier

separating it from your new conscience with no overload – comfortably and
painlessly.
To facilitate this I will give you an easy practice that is called “Energy
transfusion”.
Try to imagine your conscience and your body being two silhouettes.
One of them is subtle material.
It is gigantic and beautiful, radiant with all colours of the rainbow and your
chakras.
This silhouette is rarified to the utmost and consists of numerous particles
that are constantly moving.
It is the image of your conscience already existing in the 5D.
The other silhouette is as tall as you are. It is your physical body.
It is dense and firm and the rainbow lining around it is more intensive
because its subtle bodies are compressed.
Learn to visualize the two silhouettes in no time, for you are to do it quite
often from now on.
And there is a reason for that.
As soon as you find yourself being dragged into the 3D situation that makes
you do things unacceptable for your Soul or if you feel some physical
disorder ask your conscience for help because it has already advanced a
great deal.
Imagine the big silhouette holds your hand and guides you just like your
elder brother does in order to protect his inexperienced younger brother
and guarantee his safety.
You hold his hand and feel high frequency energy being transfused to you.
Little by little your body is filled with the energy of such great love and
warmth that all your troubles and sorrows, all your physical disorders just
fade away in the face of this all-triumphant Divine energy.
It certainly doesn’t mean you should stay aside the problems arising in your

life and let them go as fate wills.
But having gained such a great support from your high frequency
conscience you will look upon the situation with another eye.
There will be an about-face in your attitude to the situation.
Instead of feeling panic, scared or confused you will feel strong, calm and
wise enough to take your time and to find the only correct solution, the one
prompted by your Soul.
Make this practice an integral part of your life and soon you will get
convinced that despite it seems plain it is of great practical value.
And I bless you for this!

Reunion with one’s universe twin
Today I would like to give you a very powerful meditation that can be called
“Reunion with one’s Universe Twin”.
Although it comprises several other practices later on you will learn to do it
really quickly and I am sure that many of you will like it.
So, call on all your Heavenly Guides.
Sit for meditation and breathe deeply.
Get lost in the Spirit – in the Divine ringing silence…
Then become An integrated silhouette feeling your body growing into
your Higher being first and then into your Divine one…
Your Divine being is becoming more and more rarified so as to get huge
enough to embrace the entire planet…
You feel sharing One heart with it.
It beats in unison with that of your Mother-Earth’s following the same
rhythm pattern.
The rhythm is already familiar to you and you get in tune with it almost

instantly…
After that you call on your Universe Twin.
Ask them to penetrate your body, merge with all its parts and organs
dissolving the negative energy gained and healing all the diseases
acquired…
Ask Them to fill your body with the innate Divine energy that will trigger its
transformation process into the crystal light one.
You will feel the innate energy of Love starts flowing through your crown
chakra and it will seem so familiar to you.
Having passed through your Divine and Higher being it will reach your
physical body making it warm and Blessed.
You will feel your Universe Twin energy penetrating your each single cell
and filling your each organ and all the skin, blood vascular, skeletal and
muscular systems with sparkling Light…
Some of you will get the pricking feeling, others can feel chill, still others –
warmth or slight vibrations…
You can treat your Universe Twin as the best friend.
Trust Them all your Soul’s top secrets and ask Them to heal all your
diseases…
And you will feel They meet your requests immediately…
Their energy starts working point wise focusing on all your weak points.
It is sure to be aware of them but it will get that tangible just to please you
and show it can hear you.
It wants you to know you are not alone and that the Universe Itself provides
you with the help and support for you to perform the Transition in your
physical body…
This meditation is the final chord that will help you to gain the Triunity of
the Spirit, the Soul and the Body.
I bless you for this, my dear ones!

Conclusion
The series of messages on the Triunity of the Spirit, the Soul and the Body is
coming up to an end.
So today I would like to remind you the essential points you should always
keep in mind and be guided by, the ones that should be taken as a principle
in your life.
№ 1. Your conscience is always primary.
It is the conscience that governs thoughts and emotions.
It is the conscience that supplies building materials for your reality that can
be either dark and gloomy or bright and happy.
It is the conscience that shapes your body.
And if you are able to get rid of long imposed thoughts that your body
inevitably gets older and weaker, if you realize that all this happens only
due to your “unhealthy” thoughts you will stop getting old and weak.
Your body would follow new “instructions” of your new Divine conscience
for the asking.
Your body will launch self-healing and self-renewing process adjusting itself
to the high frequency vibrations of your conscience and blooming with
health.
№ 2. The Spirit is the underlying cause of everything in existence in our
Universe.
It is the energy of Unlimited and Unconditional Love that has always been
inherent in every human.
And it is only because of the difficult life conditions that the Spirit was
overwhelmed and forced to “the basement” of your Conscience.
Now it is high time for everyone to let It come to light so that It takes up Its
valid place in your Conscience, your Soul and your Divine body.

You should become spiritually strong but not in the sense that has long been
assumed by the 3D world humans who had to struggle for a place in the sun.
Your Spirit – your Unconditional Love – should get that strong as to change
your own reality and that of your relatives’, your planet’s, your Galaxy’s and
your Universe’s one, for there is nothing stronger than Love…
№ 3. You should learn to depend on your Soul not your mind in your life.
It is the Soul not your mind that can transform your Conscience into the
Divine one leading the way to the Ascension.
Your Soul is too complex and multidimensional for you to realize Its
supernatural depth in all Its splendour.
Though never forget that your Soul is the very Divine sparkle that kindles
the flame where everything superficial and superfluous, artificial and
imposed will burn down.
№ 4. Your original body is a perfect Divine “tool” for cognition of life in all
its aspects.
It houses the Spirit and the Soul that descend to help it to learn new and
unknown lessons of life.
Restoring the Triunity of the Spirit, the Soul and the Body is the only way for
one to fulfill one’s mission to a full extent and to the highest good of all.
And I bless you for this, my dear ones!
Father – Absolute, who loves you without measure, has spoken to you.

***

